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ABSTRACT

1.

We consider the problem of recommending comment-worthy articles such as news and blog-posts. An article is defined to be
comment-worthy for a particular user if that user is interested to
leave a comment on it. We note that recommending commentworthy articles calls for elicitation of commenting-interests of the
user from the content of both the articles and the past comments
made by users. We thus propose to develop content-driven user
profiles to elicit these latent interests of users in commenting and
use them to recommend articles for future commenting. The difficulty of modeling comment content and the varied nature of users’
commenting interests make the problem technically challenging.
The problem of recommending comment-worthy articles is resolved by leveraging article and comment content through topic
modeling and the co-commenting pattern of users through collaborative filtering, combined within a novel hierarchical Bayesian
modeling approach. Our solution, Collaborative Correspondence
Topic Models (CCTM), generates user profiles which are leveraged to provide a personalized ranking of comment-worthy articles for each user. Through these content-driven user profiles,
CCTM effectively handle the ubiquitous problem of cold-start
without relying on additional meta-data. The inference problem for the model is intractable with no off-the-shelf solution and
we develop an efficient Monte Carlo EM algorithm. CCTM is
evaluated on three real world data-sets, crawled from two blogs,
ArsTechnica (AT) Gadgets (102,087 comments) and AT-Science
(71,640 comments), and a news site, DailyMail (33,500 comments). We show average improvement of 14% (warm-start)
and 18% (cold-start) in AUC, and 80% (warm-start) and 250%
(cold-start) in Hit-Rank@5, over state of the art [1, 2].

Online news and blog portals have emerged as convenient
tools to gather information and exchange thoughts. Facility
of commenting on such news and blog sites have raised the
experience of users and, through active user-engagement,
play a pivotal role in the hosting site’s popularity [1]. Comments have thus garnered much research interest, ranging
from detecting spam [3] to summarization [4], ranking [5]
and retrieval [6]. Instead of studying comments, in this paper we explore the key question of what stimulates a user
to make a comment on such online media. We demonstrate
that content can reveal a significant amount of knowledge
about users’ commenting interests which can be leveraged
to elicit further commenting through specific and personalized recommendations of comment-worthy articles. This is
a form of recommendation aimed at enhancing user engagement through commenting.
Consider a blog post reviewing Samsung Galaxy S5, dated
Feb 25, 20141 , with over 160 comments, shown in Fig. 1.
The review discusses various features in different segments
like the cover material (purple colored), the new features of
fingerprint scanner (colored red), heartbeat reader (colored
green), the MicroUSB support (colored blue), etc. Notice
that some users commented almost entirety on the new feature of heartbeat scanner, like Carl (..An inconspicuous way
to check your pulse.., colored green); while some commented
on the MicroUSB aspect, like Bob (..I do hope USB 3.0 C
comes out soon.., colored blue). In the same article, some
users commented on the story solely for the purpose of replying to an existing comment, like Mark who replied to users
Alice and Carl (..it will only measure your pulse rate.., colored green). This demonstrates the varied nature of specific
interests of users in commenting.
Investigating the user-comments of such articles, we observe that a user can comment on an article mainly for four
reasons, if he is interested in (1) the content of the article,
(2) content of other users’ comments on the article, (3) content of a specific part of the article or (4) if users with similar
interests have commented on the article. While user-interest
in existing comments and users is a well-known phenomenon
which is realized in the form of explicit reply-to feature on
most sites, the concept of commenting-interest in specific
parts of articles is a recent finding [7]. Indeed, realizing the
importance of this very behavior, recent blogging-platforms
like Medium2 and WordPress2 have started to offer perparagraph commenting facility, to wide-spread popularity.
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INTRODUCTION

ArsTechnica Gadgets: http://tinyurl.com/ktlyv6x
medium.com; wordpress.org/plugins/inline-comments

Explicitly modeling users’ commenting interests is the key
component in making comment-worthy recommendations.
Realize that without modeling all the above interests explicitly, the user-article indicator matrix of comments is not fully
indicative of commenting interest. Thus, traditional collaborative filtering (CF) methods [8, 9] used to recommend articles for viewing [10] are not very effective in recommending
articles to users for commenting. Moreover, such CF methods [8, 9] are known to suffer from the problem of item coldstart, new content on which no user has commented. On the
other hand, state of the art hybrid models like collaborative
topic regression [2], do not model comment-content and the
varied user interests, giving unsatisfactory performance. Recently, an attempt was made to recommend news articles to
users for commenting [1]. However, due to the inability to
leverage article and comment content, the approach is unable to distinguish users’ specific interests in commenting,
leading to sub-optimal results. Moreover, the reliance of the
approach on less informative meta-data, like tags, causes
unsatisfactory performance specially in cold-start scenario
which is ubiquitous in the realm of online media.

Contributions.
We explore the role of content in recommending commentworthy articles and propose content-driven user profiling aimed at elicitation of users’ commenting interests. We identify that user profiles should depend on content of articles
on which user previously commented, content of user’s previous comments and the co-commenting pattern of users. The
resulting problem (Section 2) turns out to be an instance
of a correspondence problem between the article and comment content, and a collaborative filtering problem of finding
co-commenting patterns. To this end, we propose (Section
3) a novel hierarchical Bayesian model, namely Collaborative Correspondence Topic Models (CCTM), which solve the
problem by bringing together topic modeling [11], collaborative filtering [8] and Bayesian personalized ranking [9].
To tackle the challenge of modeling comment-content, we
use the recently introduced concept of multiple topic vectors [7], to discover user interest in specific article segments
and create topic profiles of users from previous commentcontent. By associating each user and each segment of article with latent offsets, we show how the topic profiles can
be leveraged to model users commenting interests through a
Bayesian personalized ranking approach [9]. Through these
content-driven profiles, CCTM naturally handles cold-start
problem in recommendation without relying on meta-data.
The resulting inference problem becomes non-standard
due to dependency among several variables introduced through the three different modeling components and there are
no off-the-shelf solutions. We develop (Section 4) an efficient
stochastic Monte Carlo expectation maximization (MCEM)
inference algorithm for CCTM. CCTM is used to generate
article recommendations for future commenting and is rigorously evaluated (Section 5) on three real datasets, consisting
of crawled copies of 1 popular News sites and 2 popular
Blogs. We find that, on average, CCTM achieves 16% improvement in AUC and 165% improvement in Hit-Rank@5
over state-of-the-art recommendation systems [1, 2].

Notation.
K is the number of topics and V is number of words
in voP
cabulary. βk is a V -dimension vector such that Vj=1 βkj =

Hands on: Samsung’s Galaxy S5 is an S4 with a
kitchen sink’s worth of extras
every rumor you've heard about the Samsung Galaxy S5. It doesn't come in two
1 Forget
models, it's not really a new design, and it doesn't look like Touchwiz is changing soon......
"brushed plastic" back of the S4 has been replaced with a weird "perforated" golf ball
2 ...The
pattern...While the look of the back is new, on the materials front it's still the same old....
The ﬁngerprint scanner is invisibly embedded in the home button and works a lot like the

3 swipey ﬁngerprint readers on a Windows laptop. While a swipe reader will never be as good
as the iPhone...
the back, next to the LED ﬂash is a heartbeat reader.... It works—Samsung's
4 On
health app can tell you your heart rate—but will you ever use it?
the biggest head-scratcher is the new settings screen, which tosses out the normal list
5 However,
view for a grid of circular icons. Samsung redesigned every settings icon.....

6 One of the truly neat additions to the Galaxy S5 is the new Hybrid auto focus system.....
Like the Note 3, the Galaxy S5 uses a Micro USB3 port. This is backwards
7 compatible with USB 2.0, so your old chargers will still work.
............................

User Bob I do hope USB 3.0 C comes out soon. Micro USB 3.0 is just... weird
(unless Samsung is using a proprietary connector)

1

User Alice Heartbeat reader? That is totally useless, if it is really separate sensor.
Not only useless because not many people will useit, but because it could be done 2
already on S4 without any new sensor.........
User Carl As a hypochondriac, I could deﬁnitely see myself (ab)using this feature.
An inconspicuous way to check your pulse in meeting. Or on the bus. Or at movie.. 3
User Mark I sincerely hope that the same company which makes those pulse rate
apps also publishes a "special" camera app with a sharpening ﬁlter....
User Mark As a hypochondriac, you probably won't be happy to know that it will
only measure your pulse rate, which isn't necessarily the same as your heart rate.
User Anon Interesting but I'm more interested in either sale Nexus 5 or 6?
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Figure 1: Examples of various commenting interests of users. Article segments and comments are
color coded so that they correspond to same topic.
Dashed arrow indicates a reply-to comment.
1, popularly called as a “topic”. xT y is dot product of vectors
x and y. Dir denotes Dirichlet distribution, Ber denotes
Bernoulli distribution, and N denotes K dimension multivariate normal distribution. [n] = {1, 2, . . . , n} and |R|:
cardinality of set R. I[.] is the indicator function, ∼ means
“distributed as” and 1n is a n-dimension vector of ones.

2.

THE PROBLEM OF RECOMMENDING
COMMENT-WORTHY ARTICLES

We begin by introducing relevant notation to describe the
data. An article Ad , indexed by d or j ∈ [D], is composed of
Sd segments (sentences or paragraphs), Ad = {sda |a ∈ [Sd ]},
with each segment being a bag-of-words sda = {wdan |n ∈
[Nda ]}. Each article has a set of Cd comments denoted by
0
|m ∈
Ed = {cde | e ∈ [Cd ]}, with comment cde = {wdem
0
[nde ]} where wdem is the mth word of comment e on article d.
0
Furthermore wdan , wdem
∈ [V ], where V is vocabulary size.
The unique set of U users is indexed by user-id i ∈ [U ]. For
each user i, A+
i ⊆ [D] denotes the set of articles i commented
on and A−
i ⊆ [D] denotes the set he did not comment on.

Commenting interests of users.
Analyzing commenting interests of users is a crucial step
in achieving our goal. Commenting interest of user i can
be on three aspects; (1) general content of article Ad , (2)
a specific segment sda (a ∈ [Sd ]) or (3) a subset of existing
comments (⊆ [Cd ]) and their corresponding users. The set
Rdi ⊆ [Sd ] ∪ [Cd ], for each user i, will be denoted as the set
of his commenting interests in article d. If user i makes a
comment being interested on any component of Rdi , we say
that user i has made a comment on article Ad .

Problem formulation.
Given article-comment pairs {(Ad , Ed )}D
d=1 , classify for
every user i ∈ [U ], whether i will comment on Ad , by finding
the set Rdi of commenting interests for user i in article d.

As a glimpse of things to come, the model we propose will
associate with each potential element of Rdi a real-valued
score for each user, which is then combined to give an overall
commenting-interest score of that article for the user.

Key challenges.
The task of recommending comment-worthy articles is
tightly bound with finding commenting interests. We describe some key challenges below.
(1) Inapplicability of supervised approaches. Explicit supervision about Rdi is generally unavailable for the user’s
prior commenting history and creating such labeled data is
costly, enforcing an unsupervised approach.
(2) Low correlation between user’s interest and article’s
main topic. A user may be interested in a specific part of
an article (see Fig. 1) denoted by Rdi . The proportion over
topics for Rdi can be very different from that of the entire
article and size of Rdi can be as small as a sentence. That
makes correlation between user’s interest in the article and
main content of the article very low, enhancing the difficulty
for statistical models.
(3) Low correlation between user interest and majority of
the comments. Most of the articles in a popular site will
receive comments of varied topics. Although many of the
comments will focus on main topic of the article, but a significant number of comments diverge from that [7], and a
user may be interested in comments which are on different
topic than most of the comments.
(4) Comments are short and diverse. A key observation
we make here is that the information of a user’s specific interests is hidden in his prior comment content, as can be seen
in Fig. 1. However, simple textual overlap is unsuitable to
discover this relation. Moreover, due to the short and noisy
nature of comments, modeling comment-content is challenging and approaches often rely on external text enrichment
[4, 12], which is impractical for ever-increasing datasets.
(5) Cold-Start conditions. New online articles are generated at a very rapid pace, leading to the problem referred to
as cold-start. That is, finding user interest in fresh articles
with no existing comments (|Cd | = 0). This prohibits use of
vanilla matrix factorization [8, 9].

2.1

Related work

Our approach lies in the literature on correspondence topic
models and recommendation systems. CorrLDA [11] was the
first topic model to model correspondence between images
and their annotations. Within user modeling, [13] apply the
LDA model on user’s view logs to predict which stories a user
will view. [14] developed topic models to profile experts in
community Q&A. Outside topic modeling, [6] developed language models incorporating comment content for retrieving
related news stories, but ignores user-information and personalization. None of these [6, 13, 14] model commenting
behavior or recommend articles for commenting.
Collaborative filtering (CF) is an active area of research
with rich literature [15, 16]. The most common example
is probabilistic matrix factorization (PMF) [8], which analyzes interdependencies between items and users. However,
CF approaches are prone to the problem of cold-start which
has led to research in hybrid CF methods. [5] developed
a hybrid regression based latent factor model to rank comments on news articles, by leveraging meta-data. Recent
research in hybrid CF methods, like collaborative topic re-

gression (CTR)[2], has combined LDA and PMF for generating article recommendations, by leveraging item content.
Quite recently, [17] showed the advantage of using articles
in users’ libraries to generate relevant recommendations of
scientific articles. These methods [2, 17] cannot model comment content and are unsuitable for the given task.
More germane to our work is the recent study of [1], who
look at recommending news articles for commenting. They
use a CF approach relying crucially on article tags as metadata to handle cold-start. This has the following problems:
a) Extensive editorial effort is required to ensure fine-grained
tags with every new article. Indeed, the datasets that we
crawled (5.1), only have generic categories like Tennis, making it impossible for the model to distinguish user’s commenting interest on any two new articles on Tennis. b) It ignores
both article and comment content, making it impossible to
analyze commenting interests of users. As opposed to this,
our model does not rely on meta-data by modeling article
and comment content.

3.

COLLABORATIVE CORRESPONDENCE
TOPIC MODELS

In order to solve the problem of recommending commentworthy articles, we propose in this section a novel hierarchical Bayesian modeling approach, namely collaborative correspondence topic models (CCTM). Full generative process
is given in Fig. 2. We describe the modeling details below.

3.1

Modeling principle

Our objective in this paper is to analyze specific reasons
behind commenting activity of users and apply that suitably to recommend articles for further commenting. Our approach is based on four key steps; (1) create topic profiles, (2)
combine topic profile with latent offsets, (3) quantify commenting interests and (4) finally rank the preferences. CCTM
thus brings in specific correspondence modeling (step 1), collaborative filtering (step 2 and 3) and Bayesian personalized
ranking (step 4) together. We describe the steps below.

3.2

Modeling specific correspondence to capture topic profiles

As evinced by the example of Fig. 1, articles cover multiple
topics in different segments and comment content can be
related to such very specific segments, which in addition
may not be contiguous. Due to this fact, proportion over
topics should vary across the segments within an article and
CorrLDA [11] fails to capture this aspect. We resort to the
concept of multiple topic distributions (topic vectors) [7].

3.2.1

Multiple topic vectors (MTV) to vary proportion over topics

For every article, there are Jd topic vectors {θdt }, representing its varied themes. For each word of a segment,
a topic vector θdt is sampled from a multinomial ρ, and
the topic assignment of the word is then sampled from θdt .
Contrast this to CorrLDA, where a single θd is fixed for the
article and any random segment has same distribution as the
entire article (in expectation), whereas MTV allows it to be
significantly different. Following [7], stick-breaking process
(SBP) [18] is used as prior for ρ. MTV thus allows us to
model low correlation in topic of a comment with an article
but high correlation with topic of a specific article segment.

• For k ∈ [K], sample topic βk ∼ Dir(η 1V )
• For each user i ∈ [U ],
– Sample ϑi ∼ Dir(αu 1K ), i ∼ Beta(λ1 , λ2 )
• For each article-comment pair, d ∈ [D]
– For t ∈ [Jd ], draw topic vectors θdt ∼ Dir(α 1K )
– For each article segment, a ∈ [Sd ]
∗ Sample ρda ∼ SBP (τ, ι)
∗ For each word n ∈ [Nda ],
· Sample topic, zdan ∼ θdbdan , bdan ∼ ρda
· Sample word, wdan ∼ βzdan
|{zdan =k, n∈Nda }
|
Nda

∗ Set topic profile s̃da , s̃dak =

– For each comment e ∈ [Cd ] by user i ∈ [U ]
∗ For each segment a, selector ξdea ∼ Ber(πde )
∗ Set ϕdek =

#{zdan =k ∀(a,n)|ξdea =1}
PSd
a=1 ξdea Nda

∗ For each comment word m ∈ [nde ],
· Sample topic ydem ∼ de ϕde + (1 − de )ϑde
0
· Sample word, wdem
∼ βydem
∗ Set topic profile c̃de , c̃dek =

|{ydem =k, m∈nde }|
nde

• For articles d ∈ [D], sample vd0 ∼ N (0, λ−1
v I)
– For segment a ∈ [Sd ], sample vda ∼ N (0, λ−1
s I),
• For users i ∈ [U ],

P

– Set topic profile q̃i , q̃ik =

+
(d,e)∈A
i
P
(d,e)∈A

– Sample ui ∼

N (0, λ−1
q I)

nde cdek
+
i

nde

mf
rid

art
rid

cmnt
,
rid

+
– Commenting interest, rid =
+
mf
rid
= hd + (q̃i + ui )T vd0
art
= max {(q̃i + ui )T (s̃da + vda )}
rid
1≤a≤Sd
PCd
cmnt
(q̃i + ui )T (c̃de + ude )pide , where
rid
= e=1
pide = sof tmax{(q̃i + ui )T (q̃de + ude )}

Figure 2: Generative Process of CCTM

Generating comment content

To relate comment content to specific segments of the article, topic assignment of comment words is sampled from
subset of segments, rather than uniformly from entire article like CorrLDA. For every comment, the subset of articlesegments is sampled through selector variable ξ. Then the
topic assignment of each word in comment e is generated
from a mixture distribution de ϕde + (1 − de )ϑde ; where ϕde
is the uniform distribution over selected segments and de is
user’s propensity to select from the article d or his own interests3 , ϑi . To capture commenting interests of users, each
user is associated with topic interests defined by a distribution over topics, ϑi . ϑi relates user i’s comment content
3

3.2.3

Creating topic profiles

After modeling the correspondence between article and
comments, we create topic profiles. For each user i, we construct an empirical topic distribution q̃i from the topic assignment of all his prior comments which can be considered a
summary of user’s topic interests. Similarly, each article d’s
segment a and comment e get empirical topic distributions
s̃da and c̃de , respectively. These topic profiles will now be
refined collaboratively to model users’ commenting interests.

3.3

Complementing topic profiles with latent
offsets

To model users’ commenting interests, we introduce latent
offsets to the topic profiles, much in the vein of [2, 19].

3.3.1

Latent offsets to model commenting interests

We introduce latent offsets for each user i (ui ), each segment a ∈ [Sd ] (vda ) of article d and a global offset for each
article d (vd0 ), in order to model the varied commenting
interests. Following PMF approach [8], the latent offsets
are drawn from zero-mean K-dimensional Gaussian distribution. These offsets will allow the topic profiles to change
according to observed commenting interests.

Intuition behind latent offsets.

• For each user-article pair, (i, d) ∈ [U ] × [D],

3.2.2

across his commenting history and allows comment-topics to
vary from the article distribution based on the user’s other
interests. Through this mechanism, we allow comments to
exhibit content which is better modeled by the user’s diverging interests from the current article. This is essential for
modeling all the varied types of commenting activity and
not ignore a substantial amount of comment content.

we index user variables by comment-id for simplicity

Suppose that the user Mark (in Fig. 1) has till now commented on mobile apps which gets reflected in his topicprofile. However, now his comments on the related topic of
health app (green article-segment), cannot be explained by
the content-model alone, due to lack of his prior commentcontent on this topic. The latent offset will model this behavior by increasing the value for the health topic in the
user’s offset and mobile app topic in the corresponding segment’s offset, due to the commenting activity of similar users
like Alice who were also interested in mobile apps but also
commented on health topic in this article and other articles.
The latent offsets, thus, will serve the purpose of allowing
the topic profiles to deviate according to observed commenting patterns. The offsets are learned from the overall
commenting activity, so the more comments users make, the
better idea the model gets of the value of the offsets.

3.3.2

Content-driven user profiles

Latent offsets and topic profiles will be combined to give
an overall commenting-interest score, r̂id , for each user i on
article d, by taking into account interest in each element
of Rdi . To this end, we create content-driven user profiles,
by combining topic profiles of users (content information)
with the latent offset (co-commenting information) to obtain
user i’s profile, (q̃i + ui ). Following Bayesian approach, by
associating (zero mean) latent offsets with topic profiles, we
ensure good back-off estimates to the topic profile in sparse
commenting scenarios. Similar profiles are considered for
article segments and comments in the following section.

3.4

Quantifying commenting interests

A user can comment on the main article, a specific segment of the article or on some existing comments. We model
interest in these aspects using scores rmf , rart and rcmnt , respectively. The idea behind computing these scores is that,
the closer the user’s profile is to the profiles of these three
aspects, the higher his interest is in that specific aspect.

3.4.1

Interest in article popularity

mf
rid
= hd + (q̃i + ui )T vd0

(1)

where hd ∼ N (0, λ−1
h ) is a popularity bias and vd0 is a
global latent offset for article. Notice that unlike vanilla
PMF (which would consider uTi vd0 ), we use the complete
user profile (q̃i + ui ) which allows the model to ensure that
user’s interest do not deviate much from his previous content interests. For a new article with no existing comments
(i.e. cold-start), there is no contribution from this term.

Interest in article segments

The segment’s latent profile is considered as (s̃da + vda ),
where s̃da is the topic-distribution of the segment. This profile is expected to capture the topic-level popularity of this
art
segment among users. We thus set rida
= (q̃i + ui )T (s̃da +
vda ), for a ∈ [Sd ]. Now considering the maximum value we
get the score for the segment with highest interest as below.
art
rid
= max {(q̃i + ui )T (s̃da + vda )}
1≤a≤Sd

3.4.3

(2)

Interest in existing comments and users

Consider a latent profile of existing comment e on Ad to
be (c̃de + ude ), where c̃de is the topic distribution of the
comment and ude is the latent offset associated with user of
this comment. We thus consider the interest in comment e
c
= (q̃i + ui )T (c̃de + ude ). Note that c̃de is commentas ride
specific but ude is a global parameter for the user, avoiding
explosion of the number of parameters to be learned (as
quantity of comments can be high).
Main challenge in accounting for interest in [Cd ] is that
users often don’t respect the reply-to relations while commenting [12]. Moreover, such relations are unavailable for articles on which user has not yet commented. To model this,
let γide denote a Bernoulli random variable, with γide = 1 if
user i’s comment on d is a reply-to comment to the comment
e. Thus, the expected overall interest in existing comments:
"C
#
Cd
d
X
X
cmnt
c
c
rid
= Eγ|u,c̃
ride I(γide = 1) =
ride
pide
(3)
e=1

3.4.4

Overall commenting interests of users

We take into account all the potential user-interests to
consider an overall interest score of user i in article d:
mf
art
cmnt
r̂id = rid
+ rid
+ rid

(4)

mf
rid

Users like Anon in Fig. 1 are interested in the main topic
or popularity of article. Similar to PMF[8], we capture this:

3.4.2

cmnt
ity. Also note that rid
causes the user’s interest in an
article d to evolve with new comments received on d.

e=1

where pide = P (γide = 1|ui , ude , c̃de ). The case of observed
reply-to relations is trivial with pide ∝ 1 for only the observed relations. Here we model the user as equally interested in all the users he replied to. For unobserved relations and uncommented articles, we use the intuition that
a user i is interested in other comment if the user profiles are similar. Thus, for this case we consider pide ∼
softmax {(q̃i + ui )T (q̃de + ude )}. Equation (3) and probability model pide , define the comment-interest part of the
cmnt
rating, rid
. Apart from modeling content-relatedness, the
cross-term of the latent offsets (uTi ude ) models user similar-

where
(1) is a popularity term for user interest in the
art
topic popularity of the article (only for warm-start), rid
(2) accounts for the interest in specific segments of the arcmnt
ticle, and rid
(3) accounts for the interest in the existing
comment-content and co-commenters.

3.5

Ranking commenting preferences

With the interest score defined, we need to model users’
personalized preferences for commenting. Note that the
dataset consists of only positive item feedback, that is we
only have access to information of which articles the user
was interested in commenting on. This is a much harder
problem of implicit feedback [9, 20]. We take recourse to
Bayesian Personalized Ranking (BPR) [9, 21] which provides
a Bayesian model for learning a personalized total ranking
for each user. Given the predicted scores r̂id and r̂ij , the
probability of user i preferring article d over article j is
σ(r̂id − r̂ij ); where σ is the sigmoid function, σ(x) = 1+e1−x .

4.

INFERENCE AND PREDICTION

Our objective is to develop an efficient inference procedure
to learn the model’s latent offsets (denoted by Θ) and the
latent content variables associated with articles, comments
and users (denoted by Ω). The task is thus to maximize the
log-posterior of the model parameters p(Θ, Ω|R, W ), where
R = {(i, d)|i ∈ [U ], d ∈ A+
i } is the observed commenting
pattern and W are the words of the articles and comments.
Inference is intractable and we resort to a stochastic MCEM
algorithm [22], an inference method that alternates between
Gibbs sampling for content variables Ω (keeping Θ fixed)
and gradient ascent to estimate latent offsets Θ (Ω fixed).

4.1

Sampling content variables (E-step)

We develop an efficient collapsed Gibbs sampling inference
for sampling the content-variables. The real-valued random
variables β, ϑ, , θ, ρ, π (Fig. 2) are marginalized out, and
only discrete variables b, z, y, and ξ are inferred, leading to
accelerated convergence. Sampling of y requires introducing
an auxiliary binary variable κ, with κ = 0 if comment-word
topic is sampled from article-segments φ and κ = 1 if sampled from the user’s topic vector ϑ. Note that unlike [2, 19],
who add latent offsets to the document topic distributions
θ, we add latent offset to empirical topic distributions (s̃, q̃),
allowing us to collapse θ and ϑ, reducing the number of
variables to be sampled. Derivation of conditional distributions is now conventional and we omit this due to space
constraints. Refer to supplementary for more details.

4.2

Estimating latent offsets (M-step)

We seek to optimize the log-posterior of latent offsets given
observed user preferences
P RPand the
Pcontent variables, that
is: ln p(Θ|R, Ω) =
ln σ(r̂id − r̂ij ) +
i∈U
d∈A+
j∈A−
i

i

ln p(Θ|Ω). This requires computing U × D2 terms for the
gradient, which is computationally infeasible. BPR [9], thus

estimates the model parameters Θ by stochastic gradient ascent (SGA). In each step, a user i and a commented article
d are sampled uniformly from R, an uncommented article j
is sampled from A−
i and a gradient step with respect to the
associated terms in the log-posterior is performed.
However, a key challenge here is that r̂id is not differenart
tiable due to the use of the max function in the rid
(2),
which explains users’ interest in specific segments. We overcome this by a smooth approximation of the max function:
X
1
diffmax {ak } = P ψa
ak eψak
(5)
k
1≤k≤K
ke
k

for some parameter ψ ≥ 0. This is different from softmax
but can be viewed as a weighted sum of the values ak with
weights given by the softmax {ak }.
Note that limψ→∞ diffmax {ak } ≡ max {ak }, and ψ = 0
1≤k≤K

1≤k≤K

corresponds to average of {ak }.
Using diffmax allows us to carry out an efficient SGA algorithm. The computation of the gradients is now straightforward, details can be found in the supplementary4 .
Before concluding this section, we remark on our choice
of BPR algorithm. Apart from its success for implicit feedback [21–23], we choose BPR as apposed to alternatives
like weighted regularized matrix factorization (WRMF) [20],
also used by CTR [2], due to practical considerations. The
non-quadratic form of r̂ (4), makes WRMF impractical, as
an alternating least squares method like [2, 20] cannot be
derived. Moreover, taking an SGA approach in WRMF is
inferior to the SGA approach on BPR criterion which works
with item-pair level as opposed to individual item level [9].

4.3

Predicting commenting interests

Given the learned latent offsets and topic profiles of articles, segments and comments, the predicted user interest in
commenting on an article is given by equation (4). For an
article with no comments, that is cold-start, this value is:
art
E[rid ] = E[rid
] ≈ max {(q̃i + ui )T (s̃da )}
1≤a≤Sd

5.

(6)

EMPIRICAL EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the proposed model CCTM
rigorously on three real datasets. We first show that CCTM
is a good model of article-comment correspondence. Then
we evaluate the main task of this paper, recommending articles to users for commenting.

5.1

Datasets

We crawled4 live news and blog sites to collect article
content, corresponding comments, user information of comments and reply-to relations (where available).
ATScience: We crawled 3 years of blog articles, from
April 2011 to April 2014, from Science section of popular
blog ArsTechnica5 . This consists of 71, 640 comments by
3, 581 users on 2, 500 articles.
ATGadgets: We crawled 102, 087 comments by 4, 872
users on 3, 000 articles from Gadgets section of the site ArsTechnica5 , from June 2012 to April 2014.
DailyMail: We Crawled 33, 468 comments by 2, 534 users
on 3, 000 articles from Sports section of this popular news
4
5

Resources: http://mllab.csa.iisc.ernet.in/recsys15
arstechnica.com/science; arstechnica.com/gadgets

site6 , going chronologically backwards from 1 July 2013.
This crawl of the dataset did not have reply-to relations.

5.2
5.2.1

Experimental setup
Baselines

We consider three baselines: a) TagCF [1]: This is the
state-of-art for recommending articles for commenting. It
associates tags with latent factors and uses BPR criterion.
This completely ignores article and comment content. b)
Collaborative Topic Regression (CTR) [2]: State-of-the-art
hybrid model which models the content of the articles along
with the ratings. This approach ignores the content of the
comments, but promises to handle cold-start by leveraging
content of articles and does not rely on meta-data like tags.
c) Content-Only Method (CoTM): This is the content-only
part of our model (section 3.2), equivalent to setting the
latent offsets {ui , vd0 , vda } = 0. We will refer to this as
CoTM (Commenter Topic Model).
Improvement of CoTM over CTR will demonstrate the
importance of modeling comment content and its correspondence to article content. Improvement of CCTM over both
CoTM and CTR will demonstrate importance of modeling
commenting interests explicitly. Note that all baselines ignore modeling of commenting interests of users.

5.2.2

Implementation details

We remove standard stop words and restrict vocabulary
to 15k words using term-frequency. Articles and users with
less than 2 comments were removed since they cannot be
evaluated. We used uninformative hyperparameter values
for the content variables[7]: α, αu , η = 0.1; τ = 1, ι = 0.1;
λ1 , λ2 = 1; and Jd = 5. For all models, K = 150. The
precision parameters for latent-offsets λv , λs , λq , λh , similar parameters for baselines, were tuned on the first fold
of DailyMail and the same value used for all other folds and
datasets. The diffmax parameter ψ was tuned same way
and found to be ψ = 10. We observed the estimation procedure for CTR to be sensitive to initialization, and initialized
CTR with the output from LDA. We initialize CCTM randomly. CCTM is trained by 1000 EM-iterations, with 1k
SGA updates per iteration. Due to unavailability of tags
on articles, for TagCF we follow the advice of [1] to extract
entities. We extract 10k entities by frequency (more entities
did not improve performance) and do 1000k SGA updates.

5.2.3

Methodology

We test the performance of all the models in both warmstart and cold-start scenarios, following the approach of [2].
Warm-Start: In this case every test article had at least one
comment in training data. For each user we do a stratified
5-fold split of articles (both 1’s and 0’s). For each fold, we fit
the models on training data and test on within-fold articles
of each user (users have different sets of within-fold articles).
Cold-Start: This is the task of predicting user interest in
commenting on a new article with no existing comments.
Articles are split into 5 folds. For each fold in turn, we
remove all comments on the articles in that fold forming
the test-set and keep the other folds as training-set. The
models are fitted on the training set and tested on withinfold articles (same for each users).
6

dailymail.co.uk/sport

Table 1: AUC for recommending comment-worthy articles (higher is better). CCTM outperforms CTR &
TagCF in both warm (14% better) and cold start (18% better). † means statistical significance over baselines,
at 1% using paired t-test. CoTM is a content-only restriction of proposed CCTM (see section 5.2.1 for details).
Warm-Start
Cold-Start
Dataset
TagCF CTR CoTM CCTM TagCF CTR CoTM CCTM
DailyMail
0.723
0.739
0.767
0.860†
0.601
0.693
0.725
0.751†
ATScience
0.658
0.643
0.628
0.723†
0.555
0.572
0.620
0.646†
ATGadgets
0.635
0.636
0.615
0.721†
0.514
0.571
0.602
0.622†

Evaluation

We perform our evaluation broadly on two aspects. First
we validate CCTM’s ability to model correspondence between articles and comments. Then, we focus on the main
task of the paper, to recommend comment-worthy articles.
For the second task, each model is allowed to present (hypothetically) each user with a ranked list of articles for commenting in the test set. The quality of the ranking thus presented is evaluated for each user through AUC (Area Under
ROC Curve) metric [9], using the articles in the held-out
set that the user actually commented on. AUC ∈ (0, 1],
measures the probability that a randomly chosen article on
which user commented is ranked higher than one he didn’t
comment on. Eventually we averaged the AUC score for
each user to get an overall performance score.
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Evaluating recommendations

We now evaluate CCTM on the main objective of recommending comment-worthy articles. Table 1 shows the
performance for both warm-start and cold-start conditions.
Under warm-start condition, note that a content-only approach (CoTM) gives almost similar performance to TagCF
and state-of-art hybrid method CTR. This shows the importance of leveraging prior comment-content and article content through topic profiles. CCTM, by modeling commenting interests of users through content-driven profiles, gives
significant improvements over all of these methods on all
the datasets, showing that modeling commenting interest of
users explicitly is crucial to generate relevant recommendations for commenting.
Cold-start recommendation is a much harder problem,
as evinced by the relatively lower AUC values of all models. As explained earlier, TagCF particularly suffers in coldstart, with performance only slightly better than random
guessing. Whereas the content-only approach (CoTM) it-
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Figure 3: Average reciprocal Hit-Rank@5. CCTM
is 165% better (average) than [1, 2]

Evaluating content correspondence

Ability to effectively model correspondence relationship
between the content of an article and its comments is crucial
in detecting commenting interests of users. We first evaluate
the ability of CCTM to model this aspect. For this purpose,
we randomly select 20% articles in each dataset as test articles and remove all comments on the articles. The model is
then fitted on the remaining set of article-comments, and the
perplexity [11] of comment words in test-set is evaluated. We
compare with CorrLDA [11], which also models correspondence but ignores specificity and user information. CCTM
achieved perplexity measure (lower is better) of 459 (DailyMail), 998 (AT-Science), 843 (ATGadgets); while CorrLDA
achieved 647 (DailyMail), 1324 (ATScience), 1100 (ATGadgets). This shows that CCTM is a better model of commentcontent and article-comment correspondence.
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User Comment Frequency

User Comment Frequency
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Figure 4: AUC by users’ comment frequency.

self gives significant gains over CTR and TagCF. CoTM
gives almost similar performance for both warm-start and
cold-start which is expected as it is a content-only approach.
Performance is further improved through CCTM which uses
a latent offset to model user profile. Note, the only difference
in this scenario between CoTM and CCTM is the presence
of a latent-offset in user topic profile.

5.5

Evaluating quality of ranking

To test which model ranks comment-worthy articles much
higher in the ranked list of articles, we evaluate average reciprocal hit-rank (HR). Given a list of M ranked articles for
user i with ni test comments, let c1 , c2 , . . . , ch denote the
ranks of h articles in [M ] on which the user actually comP
mented. HR is then defined as n1i ht=1 c1t and tests whether
top ranked articles are correct. Fig. 3 shows the results for
both warm and cold start with M = 5, a realistic scenario
where users can only be shown 5 articles. CCTM is significantly better than CTR and TagCF in both warm (80% better) and cold-start (250% better), establishing that relevant
articles are ranked much higher. TagCF performs similar to
CTR for warm-start but suffers severely in cold-start.
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CONCLUSIONS
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